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Chapter 2921: A long-term plan 

The other side. 

Gong Xinghuo emerged from the space-time ripples of the universe beside him, and his whole body was 

still trembling with anger! 

"Aotian, you bastard!" 

"You wait for me, I will never forget today's matter!!" 

"Looking back, I will definitely smash you into pieces, to pieces, and make you fall completely!" 

"..." 

Gong Xinghuo's complexion was distorted and his eyes were crazy! 

at this time. 

There was a ripple of time and space behind him. 

Gong Xinghuo's expression sank slightly, his figure moved, and he planned to leave directly. 

"Friend Gong Dao stay!" 

Xuan Xinyuan's voice came from behind him. 

Immediately, two more time and space ripples came, and it was Jing Kaiyu and Mu Yongge who also 

caught up. 

"Humph!" 

"Leader, two deputy leaders." 

"You...are you here to see me making a joke?" 

Gong Xinghuo's figure stagnated, stopped in place, and whispered. 

"How can it be!" 

"Friend Gong Xinghuo." 

"This battle is actually very unfair. It is not a real fight. You don't need to worry about it." 

Xuan Xinyuan smiled and said with relief, "We all know that you still have a lot of hole cards that you 

haven't used." 

"Not bad!" 

"The Emperor Aotian is actually just a trick to come and go." 

Jing Kaiyu smiled and said, "If you go all out, Gong Daoyou, it will definitely not be the case." 

"Friend Gong Dao." 
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Mu Yongge said softly, "It is common for me to wait for the warriors to win or lose, and I will win the 

next time." 

"Thank you for your kindness." 

"But these words, I don't need them!" 

Gong Xinghuo hung his head, and deep anger surged in his shadow-covered eyes. 

"exactly!" 

"It's me who waited for the gaffe." 

Xuan Xinyuan chuckled and smiled, and waved to Jing Kaiyu and the other two, "Let's go, let Friends 

Gong Dao be quiet." 

"Friend Gong Dao, we are leaving." 

Jing Kaiyu and Mu Yongge slightly arched their hands, and immediately left the universe with Xuanxin. 

"Humph!!" 

Gong Xinghuo let out a cold snort with an ugly face, tearing apart the time and space, and disappeared 

from the same place. 

The other side. 

The three of Xuan Xinyuan also dispersed and returned to their own cave. 

"After this battle." 

"The power hills in the alliance need to be shuffled." 

"Unexpectedly, when Emperor Aotian joined in, he would be able to form a mountain of strength to 

occupy one side." 

"The strength of Emperor Aotian is beyond my imagination, almost reaching a higher top level!" 

"Fortunately, this person is also a member of the Xuanyu Alliance. At that time, he will fight against the 

rest of the forces with us and fight for the page of immortality!" 

"..." 

Jing Kaiyu sat in the closed room with thoughtful light in his eyes. 

In the other direction, hundreds of millions of light years away, Mu Yongge also stayed in his cave, 

thinking similar to Jing Kaiyu. 

But they don't know. 

The so-called Xuanyu Alliance is just a cover. 

In the plans of the deities behind Xuan Xinyuan, Jing Yunzi and others, everyone will become hostile. 

of course. 



Now Su Lang is breaking the game in secret! 

There have been huge changes in the final situation. 

In the dangling universe. 

I don't know that Aotian is the hanging heart of Su Lang clone, and he is thinking about some problems. 

"Now Gong Xinghuo is defeated by Aotian's hands." 

"With his extreme character, I am afraid it is impossible to reconcile with Emperor Aotian." 

"However, the atmosphere of the Xuanyu Alliance still needs to be maintained and consolidated." 

"Because the ripe time has not yet arrived, the league needs to attract more people to join." 

"If this is the case, otherwise Gong Xinghuo will be secretly averted." 

"..." 

Xuan Xinyuan thought about it in his heart and quickly made a decision 

——Let Mo Ya Zhou Emperor go out there and collect Gong Xinghuo to Zangzhen Gate. 

in this way. 

This can temporarily resolve the conflicts within the alliance and maintain a better atmosphere. 

Moreover, Cangzhen Sect, Xuanyu Alliance, and Jingyun Alliance are secretly one. 

Transferring Gong Xinghuo to Zangzhen Gate has no effect on the big plan. 

of course. 

All this had to be done without Gong Xinghuo's knowledge. 

then. 

Xuan Xinyuan took some sums and took out the jade card for communication and began to order. 

The other side. 

Su Lang returned to the blessed land where he temporarily lived, followed by Emperor Li Xuanzhou and 

others. 

Chapter 2922: Hua Qiaoqian and Lian Jingfeng 

The interior of Dongtianfudi. 

Su Lang sat in an empty face, his expression happy and contented. 

"Master Su Lang!" 

"Thank you for asking for justice for us and teaching that heinous Gong Xinghuo!" 

"Master Su Lang can easily defeat Gong Xinghuo, he is definitely the best player in the league!" 
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"With Master Su Lang here, we don't need to be afraid of anything!" 

"..." 

Below, Emperor Li Xuanzhou and the others were talking excitedly and excitedly. 

The eyes that looked at Su Lang were also full of admiration, admiration and awe! 

"Everyone." 

"It's just a small matter." 

"Don't forget, our ultimate plan is to stop the conspiracy of the people behind Xuanxinyuan!" 

Su Lang smiled faintly, it seemed that defeating Gong Xinghuo was just a trivial matter, not worth 

mentioning. 

"Yes! Lord Su Lang!" 

"We will continue to work hard to attract more like-minded daoists to join us!" 

"In terms of cultivation, we will definitely live up to Master Su Lang's expectations, and there will 

definitely not be a trace of slack!" 

"..." 

Emperor Li Xuanzhou, Du Yanjun and the others all looked solemnly, and promised in a sonorous tone. 

"Ok!" 

"Go and do everything." 

Su Lang smiled slightly and waved his hands gently to everyone. 

"Yes! Lord Su Lang!" 

Everyone retired immediately and respectfully, each doing its own thing. 

Some of them got busy just after they left. 

Because many people have already seen that battle, they have come to Su Lang! 

To this. 

Su Lang was very satisfied. 

Next. 

He began to accept other people's refuge again, and was given exercises and pills... 

Among those who came to take refuge, there were also many people who were hanging in their hearts, 

Jing Kaiyu, and Mu Yongge. 

But most of them can be solicited. 



As soon as the exercises and medicinal herbs are released, there are methods such as stealing mystery 

and mirroring flowers and moon scrolls as a guarantee, and the newcomers are loyal and do not doubt. 

of course. 

There are also a few people who are loyal confidants of Xuan Xinyuan and others. 

Although Su Lang had a way to force him into enslavement, he didn't do it. 

Digging the foot of a wall is a technical job. 

If you dig too rough, the wall will collapse, and if you dig too much, the wall will collapse. 

and so. 

Those people should win over, who shouldn't, and how many people should be accepted in general, Su 

Lang knew very well in his heart. 

It was at the time when Su Lang continued to recruit people in the Xuanyu Alliance. 

In the extreme universe. 

A transmission appeared in Su Lang's deity's transmission jade card. 

"Ok?" 

"People from the Secret Universe..." 

"These guys, finally finished thinking about it, have you contacted me?" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth outlines a touch of playfulness, and immediately cancels his perfect 

possession, and his will returns to his deity. 

He took out the jade card for communication, swept away his spiritual thoughts, and the content came 

into view. 

This is a formal greeting sent by a spy from the Secret Universe. 

Said that he was planning to come to visit today, and ask Su Lang if he has time. 

"The etiquette is in place." 

Su Lang thought in his heart, knowing that Ming Secret Universe Domain is about to contact him, and he 

is ready to win over himself. 

He entered the message into the communication jade tablet, sent it out, and continued to practice. 

It didn't take long. 

At the hour of the hour, a woman in a long skirt and a man with silver hair came to the outside of Su 

Lang's dojo formation on time. 

These two people are the spies of the Ming Secret Universe Domain who have been inserted in the 

Jingyun Alliance. 



"Junior Hua Qiaoqian!" 

"Junior Lian Jingfeng!" 

"Meet Senior Su Lang!" 

The two reported their names and saluted respectfully. 

The two of them had been here before and discussed the aisle with Su Lang's avatar, and received a lot 

of favor from Su Lang. 

therefore. 

They have a very good sense of Su Lang. 

I also sincerely hope that Su Lang can join the Ming Secret universe camp. 

"Two fellow Taoists, please come in." 

While Su Lang waved his hand, the formation opened the channel and led the two into the formation. 

The next moment. 

Hua Qiaoqian and Lian Jingfeng appeared in front of Su Lang. 

They look respectful and their eyes are full of admiration. 

Because they even contained the pill that Su Lang had previously gifted in their bag. 

"how is it?" 

Su Lang straightforwardly asked, "You have thought about it, can you help me contact the holy demons 

for help?" 

Chapter 2923: There is nothing wrong with meeting 

"Senior Su Lang!" 

"This matter... not both of me can make the decision, so please understand." 

"Today, we came here to invite Senior Su Lang to join the Ming Secret Universe." 

"At that time, with your cultivation base and profound knowledge of Senior Su Lang, it will be a very 

simple thing to find someone from the Holy Demon Sect to do things!" 

Lian Jingfeng, the silver-haired man, said softly with a flattering smile. 

"Senior Su Lang!" 

"We know that you killed the seven members of the Xuanyu Alliance, and you are gaining the hearts of 

the people in the Startling Cloud Alliance. You must have ambition to protect the endless universe!" 

"You don't want to see the day when the endless universe is headed for destruction!" 

"We Ming Secret Universe, have been committed to this matter all the time." 
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"If you join, we will be able to better maintain the integrity of the endless universe!" 

"..." 

Hua Qiaoqian looked at Su Lang excitedly, her eyes full of reverence and anticipation. 

"Join the Ming Secret universe?" 

"I am willing to cooperate with the Ming Secret Universe, but I cannot devote myself to the actions of 

the Ming Secret Universe." 

"There are many secrets involved in this. Your level is not enough. How about letting the people above 

you talk to me directly?" 

Su Lang thought, touched his chin, and said. 

In its mind. 

The little abacus has already started to strike. 

In the early days of this great controversy. 

What Su Lang has to do is to bet on both sides at the same time. 

On the one hand, it is necessary to prevent the expansion of the universe and the white world and 

maintain the endless universe, while on the other hand, it is necessary to fight for a blank page of 

immortality. 

And to prevent the expansion of the Universe White Realm, you need the three great cosmic beads! 

One of the three cosmic beads of Wanmang, Hongmeng, and Chaos is under the control of the Ming 

Secret Universe. 

Join the Ming Secret universe, you can try to get it. 

The same is true for the Jielong Universe and the Saint Demon Sect. 

If you can master the three cosmic beads by yourself, you don't have to worry about the inadequate 

cooperation of the three forces. 

It can also suppress the expansion of the Universe White World to the greatest extent and ensure the 

success of the plan! 

at this time. 

Su Lang asked to talk to a higher-level person in the Ming Secret Universe. 

Hua Qiaoqian and Lian Jingfeng naturally agreed. 

"Senior Su Lang." 

"We will contact our boss, please wait a moment!" 

Lian Jingfeng nodded respectfully, and took out a special communication jade card to activate. 



quickly. 

A beam of light projected from the jade plate and turned into a young man with hair several meters 

long. 

This young man is nothing short of wrong! 

It is also a clone cultivated by an ancestor of the Ming Secret Universe, and specializes in the intelligence 

network of the Ming Secret Universe. 

"There is nothing wrong with it!" 

"The name of Daoist Su Lang has long been heard!" 

"It's just that it's not as good as seeing it when you are really well-known. Daoist fellows are 

extraordinary and you can only see them in the next life!" 

As soon as the all-inclusive phantom was projected, he greeted Su Lang with a smile on his face, very 

enthusiastic. 

"There is no such thing as a daoist friend, so lucky to meet!" 

Su Lang also clung his hands with a smile and said politely. 

"Friend Su Lang." 

"You are such a powerful person, staying in the Shocking Cloud Alliance, it is too awkward." 

"Our Ming Secret Universe is one of the three ancient forces that have held the Infinite Universe for 

countless years." 

"Now, on behalf of the Ming Secret Universe Region, I invite you to join us and jointly guard the Endless 

Universe Region!" 

"..." 

Wu Qianfei said his intention very politely. 

For Su Lang. 

He actually didn't investigate anything. 

What he knew about Su Lang's earliest deeds was Su Lang's experience in the Gujun Zhou Emperor 

Shuang Yao universe. 

after that. 

It was Su Lang's horrible record of fighting seven people alone and beheading them all. 

Finally, it was after joining the Jingyun Alliance. 

The identity of Su Lang. 

It is not clear in Wuqianfei's mind. 



But he believed in his instincts, he believed that Su Lang really, as he thought, was biased towards 

preserving the endless universe. 

and. 

There is nothing wrong with the belief that after seeing Su Lang, he will be able to investigate more 

things! 

and so. 

He will come directly to send out the invitation. 

"There are no dao friends." 

"It's a great honor to receive the invitation of the Ming Secret Universe." 

"I am also very willing to join the Ming Secret Universe, to maintain the integrity of the Endless Universe 

and contribute to the rescue of countless common people in the Endless Universe." 

Su Lang said with a serious smile on his face. 

Chapter 2924: This clone is really exactly the same 

"That's great!" 

"If this is the case, then Daoist Su Lang finds a chance if I leave the Jingyun Alliance!" 

There is nothing wrong with a smile, "I will arrange for people to pick up fellow Daoists. We won’t be 

drunk on the day fellow Daoists join the alliance!" 

See here. 

Even Jingfeng and Hua Qiaoqian are also happy! 

Su Lang joining the Ming Secret Universe is the result they most want to see! 

at this time. 

"There are no dao friends." 

"Xia Xia will definitely travel to the Ming Secret Universe at the fastest speed." 

Su Lang nodded slightly, and then said, "But the Shocking Cloud Alliance will not be separated from the 

bright side. You should understand the specific reasons!" 

"know!" 

"Naturally understand!" 

"Friend Su Lang has established a reputation in the Shocking Cloud Alliance, and a large number of 

strong people admire it!" 

"With the status of Daoist Su Lang in the Shocking Cloud Alliance, he will be able to know all kinds of 

things at any time." 
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"Such a high-level ‘dish’ is naturally reserved!" 

"The intelligence from the Startling Cloud Alliance has troubled Fellow Daoist Su Lang!" 

"..." 

After nothing more than a brain supplement, he said very happily. 

In his opinion. 

The reason why Su Lang didn't plan to leave the Jingyun Alliance on the face of it was to be a spy! 

In the Shocking Cloud Alliance, there are already many powerhouses who can win the Secret Universe. 

If Su Lang acts secretly, he will definitely gain a lot! 

All of this is for the purpose of exposing the Secret Universe and preserving the great cause and goal of 

the Endless Universe! 

But he didn't know. 

Su Lang led him to think of these things that he had made up for his brain. 

In fact. 

Su Lang does have the consciousness of helping Ming Secret Universe Region be a spy, but in fact, more 

purpose is to make two-handed plans. 

Shocking Cloud Alliance is here. 

He must make good use of it, recruit more people, converge resources, and strengthen himself! 

The Ming Secret Universe Region will also be another place for him to dry his food. 

Ok. 

The biggest purpose of going to the Ming Secret Universe is to transform the Zhouzhu, and the second is 

to dry rice, eat resources, and recruit subordinates... 

of course. 

Also use the Ming Secret Universe as a springboard to go to the Holy Demon Cult to do something, oh 

no, save it, save it... 

In addition. 

There is also the Dragon Territory. 

Also look for an opportunity to join in. 

The identity of Su Lang cannot be used, because this identity has already been added to the Ming Secret 

universe. 

Although Ming Secret Universe and Jielong Universe are the same three ancient forces, they can't trust 

each other completely. 



It is definitely impossible to join the two forces at the same time as Su Lang. 

The feasible way is simple. 

That is to use the method of joining the Xuanyu Alliance, use Wanxiang Wuji, Jinghuashuiyue and other 

methods to get in! 

Closer to home. 

At this time, Wu Qianfei said all the words he had said to make up his brain, and he immediately got Su 

Lang's approval. 

"What fellow Taoists said is exactly what I think!" 

Su Lang laughed loudly, "Sure enough,'heroes see the same' are not empty words!" 

Even Jingfeng and Hua Qiaoqian also smiled. 

Su Lang has not yet joined the Ming Secret Universe, so he thinks about the Ming Secret Universe. He is 

really a good senior! 

"Friend Su Lang!" 

"I don't know what Jingyun Alliance is going to do next? The deity still stays here?" 

No wonder asked with a smile. 

"Do not." 

"My deity went to the Ming Secret Universe." 

"Here, I will leave a clone." 

"Don't worry, that avatar was created by me with countless hours and painstaking efforts, and it is 

almost exactly the same as my deity." 

"It can be said that no one can see the difference except for myself and my companions who have been 

with me for hundreds of millions of years." 

"..." 

Su Lang smiled and said, and immediately with a wave of his right hand, the Xing Cuan Yun He function 

was activated. 

Suddenly. 

A twin incarnation of Xing Cuanyun and twins exuding the high-level aura of the Nine Universes 

emerged. 

then. 

In front of Wu Qianfei, Hua Qiaoqian, and Lian Jingfeng, two Su Langs appeared! 

"hiss!!" 



"This clone is really exactly the same!" 

"I can't tell which one is the deity and which one is the clone!" 

"I really don't know how much time and effort you spent on Daoist Su Lang to create such a clone!" 

It's nothing more than looking at the two Su Langs who are indistinguishable from the true and false. 

Chapter 2925: So, it’s so decided 

As the chief intelligence officer of the Ming Secret Universe. 

It is nothing more than a combination of various detection methods, and a pair of eyes is extremely 

vicious. 

but. 

Even so, he couldn't see the difference between Su Lang and his clone! 

Even nothing is true. 

Lian Jingfeng and Hua Qiaoqian were even more shocked! 

just. 

they do not know. 

The formation of Su Lang, the avatar of the Star Cunyun conjunction, took only a moment, and the cost 

was... well, there was no cost. 

"how is it!" 

Su Lang smiled, "Use this clone to stay in the Jingyun Alliance, can you rest assured that fellow Daoists?" 

"Yes, of course!" 

"Friends of Daoist do nothing, I admire it!" 

It's nothing more than a laugh, very happy for Su Lang's move. 

What is there to worry about a clone like the deity? 

and. 

Su Lang's move, there is also a second point that allows him to rest assured of the Ming Secret Universe. 

In his opinion. 

Su Lang intends to go to the Secret Universe, this is to show his determination and sincerity. 

This also allows the Ming Secret Universe to accept it with greater confidence. 

"Ok!" 

Su Lang nodded and made a final decision on the matter, "Then, it's so decided!" 
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"Great!" 

Nothing more than immediately said, "It's settled!" 

"Next." 

"Fellow Daoist, in accordance with the requirements of the next, helps to form a teleportation anchor in 

the natural universe not far from the extreme universe." 

"In this way, the lower deity can leave this Shocking Cloud Alliance silently and go to the Ming Secret 

Universe!" 

Su Lang smiled, and then made his request. 

it's actually really easy. 

It is to let Wu Qianfei arrange people to communicate with Su Lang in a relatively close natural universe, 

so that Su Lang can see the real-time real scene there. 

In this way, the clone dispatch function can be used to legend the clone. 

As for why we should choose the nearby natural universe. 

If you can travel through a huge amount of natural universe at once, and directly reach the Ming Secret 

Universe from the Shocking Cloud Alliance, it will definitely be frightening! 

At that time, maybe it will cause the other party to be suspicious. 

So Su Lang decided to keep a low profile. 

In addition. 

Su Lang also intends to make something like an anchor point that looks real but actually useless. 

In this way, you can conceal your perverted ability to transmit where you see it. 

at this time. 

For Su Lang's request, everything was immediately agreed. 

"Friend Su Lang, wait a minute!" 

Wu Qianfei looked serious, "I will send someone to do this right away!" 

"Great!" 

Su Lang smiled slightly, "Then, let's end today's meeting for now, see you then." 

"Ok!" 

Nodded, nodding, and immediately disconnected from the transmission. 

At this moment, he couldn't help but glance at Su Lang's clone. 



The avatar of the secret path is really like the deity, if Su Lang let the avatar go to the Secret Universe 

Region. 

I am afraid that he will not be able to see everything in a short time. 

but. 

In Wuqianfei's view. 

This clone of Su Lang doesn't know how much resources and effort has been invested, maybe as much 

as the deity! 

Well. 

Su Lang's deity and clone are actually no different, they are equally important to Su Lang! 

That being the case. 

If the person sent to the Ming Secret Universe was a clone, it would not appear to be insincere. 

After disconnecting from the news, Wuqianfei gave instructions to his subordinates with wild thoughts. 

The entire intelligence organization is running frantically. 

Soon, I found a natural universe suitable to attract Su Lang, but not far away. 

then. 

It is to send someone over. 

In the practice dojo. 

After the illusion of nothingness disappeared. 

Lian Jingfeng and Hua Qiaoqian saluted Su Lang respectfully. 

But they did not retire, but stood with their heads down. 

Su Lang is about to become the biggest undercover agent of the Ming Secret Universe in the Shocking 

Cloud Alliance. 

That is their immediate boss! 

Can be Su Lang's subordinate. 

Lian Jingfeng and Hua Qiaoqian are 10,000 willing! 

"You two have worked hard, go back and practice first." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, "After I officially join the Ming Secret Universe, it is estimated that you will 

follow my command." 

"Yes!" 

"Senior Su Lang!" 



Only then did Lian Jingfeng and Hua Qiaoqian salute and retire. 

Looking at the back of the two disappeared. 

Su Lang smiled, and then again took out a jade card for communication, which also contained new 

information. 

Chapter 2926: The olive branch of the Dragon Territory 

This message. 

It was sent by the spies who had been planted in the Shocking Cloud Alliance by the Dragon Territory 

Territory. 

The purpose is the same as that of the Ming Secret Universe. 

Just want to meet Su Lang. 

"Cut Dragon Universe..." 

"The Ming Secret Universe Region sent someone to help me lay out the teleportation anchor, and the 

person who worked on it would take some time to hurry." 

"In a short period of time, there is no way to discover the secret universe." 

"In that case, let's deal with the solicitation from the Dragon Territory." 

"..." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang picked up the communication jade card, typed in the message and sent 

it out. 

Regarding the solicitation of Jielong Universe, he had made a decision long ago, and that was to refuse. 

therefore. 

The content of the message sent by Su Lang. 

It roughly means that I have chosen to join the Ming Secret Universe and can only refuse the kindness of 

the Dragon Universe, but 

——I have an equally extraordinary friend on my side who can recommend it to Jielong Zhouyu. 

Yes it is. 

Su Lang used a trick called ‘Friends Without a Middle School’! 

This "friend" is naturally another Xing Cuanyun He clone of himself! 

The other side. 

"what!" 

"Senior Su Lang has joined the Ming Secret Universe!?" 
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"Damn, we are still too slow, we were taken the first step by the people of the Secret Universe!" 

"The heinous Ming Secret Universe, unexpectedly snatched people from our Dragon Interception 

Universe!" 

"Senior Su Lang is such a mysterious and powerful existence, but now he has joined the Ming Secret 

Universe. This is really a great loss for us to intercept the Dragon Universe!" 

"..." 

The spies who were planted in the Shocking Cloud Alliance, the old man in purple robes and the resolute 

man, were heartbroken and unwilling. 

Soon. 

Their attention was focused on the words behind Su Lang. 

"Senior Su Lang recommended his friends to us!?" 

"To be a good friend of Senior Su Lang, this senior must be equally powerful." 

"Yes, if you can invite this friend of Senior Su Lang to join our Dragon Interception Universe, it will be a 

great reward!" 

"It's just that, why did Senior Su Lang do this? That's his friend. Why didn't he join the Ming Secret 

Universe with him, instead recommending to us the Dragon-Crossing Universe?" 

"Yeah, this is really puzzling. I can only say that there are secrets we don't know." 

"Anyway, I can be personally recommended by Senior Su Lang. This senior is very good. Let's report the 

information first!" 

"..." 

The purple-robed old man and the resolute man joined together and immediately reported the matter. 

quickly. 

They received the news from the Dragon Territory. 

"The headquarters let us continue to contact Senior Su Lang." 

After reading the news, the purple-robed old man frowned, "Try my best to find out the details of Senior 

Su Lang's friend." 

"This is a bit offensive." 

The resolute man is also a little worried, "What's more, we are only the eternal state of the eight 

universes, and we can't always talk to Senior Su Lang." 

"Ugh." 

The purple-robed old man sighed, "There is no way, I can only ask a little." 

Immediately afterwards. 



After considering the sentence, the two carefully sent a message to Su Lang. 

I don't know. 

Su Lang quickly replied to the message, explaining why he didn't join the secret universe with that 

friend. 

The reason he used was that the friend was not so close to him. 

The aspirations are the same, but the way is different. Every encounter will always lead to disputes. 

Although the friendship will not be broken, the two will bother them more frequently. 

Therefore, I am not going to join the same force, but choose to join two forces in the same camp. 

Although this explanation has some suspicions, it is also more reasonable. 

Su Lang did not intend to explain more, otherwise it would not be good. 

The right to choose is just handed over to Jielong Zhouyu. 

"It turned out to be like this." 

"Senior Su Lang and that senior are enemies or friends? It always gives people the feeling that they are 

enemies." 

"It's probably the case, no matter how much, just let the top make the decision." 

"..." 

The purple-robed old man and the resolute man also raised the ball to the top and directly sent the 

message back. 

Not long. 

The Jielong Zhouyu side made a choice, planning to contact the friend Su Lang said first. 

Chapter 2927: Gong Xinghuo's Trend 

then. 

Once again contacted Su Lang through the two old men in purple robes. 

"Do you want to meet my friend?" 

"Okay, I happen to have the coordinates of where he is now staying, you just go to him directly." 

"Just say, I, Su Lang, asked you to find him." 

Su Lang said in reply to the message of Dragon Jade Universe. 

Soon. 

He directly gave the coordinates of a certain natural universe that had been on the way. 

At the same time, a high-level Xing Cuanyun clone of the Nine Universes was dispatched to wait. 
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Su Lang directly named this high-level Xing Cuanyun avatar of the Nine Universes, "Canglan Universe 

Emperor". 

So far. 

The connection between Jielong Zhouyu and Su Lang was temporarily disconnected. 

after all. 

Su Lang has already joined the Ming Secret Universe, and it is inconvenient for him to contact the Jielong 

Universe frequently. 

The Jielong universe also knows this truth. 

just. 

The people who intercepted the dragon universe didn't know. 

The ‘Canglan Zhou Emperor’ he will contact next is the same as Su Lang! 

"Now, the Ming Secret Universe is considered to have joined in." 

"If there is no accident, you can also enter the Jielong universe." 

"In addition to the Shocking Cloud Alliance and the Xuanyu Alliance, there are six forces in the endless 

universe, the new and the old, and I have joined the four forces!" 

"Only the Holy Demon Sect and Zangzhen Sect have not joined in." 

"Sacred Demon Sect has the opportunity to get in through the Ming Secret Universe and the Jielong 

Universe." 

"It's actually that the Zangzhen Sect is not very good. They don't have a fixed location. It is difficult for 

ordinary people to know where they are." 

"To some extent, to be able to find the position of the Zangzhen Gate is to join the first threshold of the 

Zangzhen Gate." 

"Perhaps, I should look for a chance to see Jing Yunzi or Xuan Xinyuan, to see if I can use the Mystery 

Scroll to get the place where the Cangzhen Gate is." 

"..." 

A hint of thinking flashed in Su Lang's eyes, and he immediately continued to practice while waiting for 

the people of the Ming Secret Universe and the Dragon Terminator to rush. 

at the same time. 

In the dangling universe. 

Gong Xinghuo stayed in a newly opened world of heaven and blessing. 

Although he seems to be practicing in retreat. 

But in fact, because of anger and unwillingness, it is impossible to enter the cultivation state. 



"Damn it!" 

"This battle was defeated by Aotian's hands. It will be difficult for me to raise my head in Xuanyu 

Alliance!" 

"But just staying in the cave mansion like this is not a solution. Others will think that I am afraid of him!" 

"I must find a way to retaliate and go back, knowing whether it will work or not, I will come to Yin!" 

"..." 

Gong Xinghuo took a deep breath, suppressed the raging anger in his chest, and began to think about 

how to secretly deal with Su Lang clone Aotian Eternal Emperor. 

just. 

He couldn't think of any good way after thinking about it. 

In the face of the absolute strength of Emperor Aotian, the commonly used tricks are really useless. 

at this time. 

There was a movement from his jade card for information, and someone came over! 

"Who dare to disturb me at this time!" 

Gong Xinghuo was so angry that he wanted to crush the jade card for communication. 

But in the end, he still resisted the anger and took out the jade card of transmission to check the 

message. 

This look. 

The anger in his heart immediately annihilated most of it! 

Because this message is an invitation from the Cangzhen Sect! 

The one who sent the message was an intermediate-level powerhouse of the Nine Universes that Gong 

Xinghuo had seen before. 

This strong man has always been very low-key. 

Unexpectedly, it turned out to be an undercover agent from Zangzhenmen! 

"The people of Zangzhen Gate placed in the Jingyun Alliance, invite me to join them!!" 

"That is a super power that is known as the gathering of the strong, and it is stronger than the Xuanyu 

Alliance and the Jingyun Alliance!" 

"..." 

Gong Xinghuo looked at the message in the transmission jade medallion, and a burst of surprise erupted 

in his eyes. 

But soon. 



Some questions appeared in his heart. 

In the battle against Emperor Aotian, he was clearly a loser. Why would he still be invited by the 

Cangzhen Sect? 

Why isn't it the Emperor Aotian? ? 

suddenly. 

A new message came, explaining the reason 

——The Emperor Aotian rejected the invitation of Zangzhen Sect! 

"Aotian that scumbag actually rejected the Cangzhen Sect!" 

"Sure enough, he is a cold, arrogant, arrogant and arrogant person!" 

"..." 

Gong Xinghuo's heart was stunned, and at the same time he gritted his teeth somewhat complicatedly. 

The opportunity he got was something that Emperor Aotian didn't want... 

If Emperor Aotian had agreed to Zangzhen Sect, he would not have his share at all! 

Chapter 2928: Arrange an anchor point to go to the Ming Secret universe 

At this time. 

Another message came. 

The letter carried Gong Xinghuo's relief. 

It was said that Emperor Aotian was limited by the eternal dragon bloodline, and his potential was 

exhausted. 

There was some truth in these words, which made Gong Xinghuo feel better. 

"Under Gong Xinghuo, I am willing to join Zangzhen Sect!" 

An excitement flashed in Gong Xinghuo's eyes, and then he sent a message. 

"Welcome fellow daoists to join us!" 

"Next, please ask fellow daoists to come to this cosmic coordinate, and our people will come to pick you 

up." 

There is a new message from the Jade Plate of Communication, which contains a very large and complex 

natural cosmic coordinate. 

"Great!" 

"Next, I am going to join Zangzhenmen!" 

"There are many strong people in the Zangzhen Gate, where I can definitely become stronger!" 
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"At that time, in the battle of the Great Controversy, we will definitely kill Aotian Eternal Emperor this 

mess!" 

"..." 

Gong Xinghuo showed excitement and even imagined the vision of successful revenge in his mind. 

Soon. 

He immediately set off to the coordinates in the message. 

The other side. 

In a courtyard full of spring scenery. 

"It's done." 

"Next, Gong Xinghuo entered Zangzhen Sect to practice hard." 

"When the battle in the world of great controversy breaks out, he will definitely find Aotian Eternal 

Emperor desperately, and then it will be an extremely fierce battle!" 

Xuan Xinyuan looked at the communication jade card in his hand, with a sneer on his face. 

Time passed slowly. 

At a certain moment. 

Su Lang, who was taking a nap with boredom, suddenly changed his expression, took out the jade card 

of communication and swept away his spiritual thoughts, and his eyes were delighted. 

There is nothing wrong with the person who speaks. 

The content of the message is that the people of the Secret Universe have arrived in the target universe! 

"Hey!" 

"Next, I will go to the Ming Secret Universe and formally join it." 

A faint smile was drawn at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, "The plan of the Holy Demon Cult can also be 

launched soon afterward." 

At this time. 

There was another big movement from the jade card of transmission in hand, which was a request for 

‘projection communication’. 

Su Lang directly agreed. 

Suddenly. 

An extremely real illusory scene appeared in front of him. 

This is a scene projected in real time. 



It was the three eternal warriors standing in a lonely void, saluting Su Lang respectfully. 

"Master Su Lang!" 

"Sorry for keeping you waiting!" 

The three of them spoke in unison, with a very humble attitude. 

All three of them have just entered the Nine Universe level. 

In front of Su Lang, who was able to kill the Seven Great Nine Universe Intermediate Powers, it was 

simply not enough. 

"It's okay!" 

"You help me arrange the teleport anchor point according to my requirements!" 

Su Lang smiled slightly and said in an approachable way. 

These three are also future little brothers, so I can't scare them anymore! 

"Yes!" 

"Master Su Lang!" 

The three of them looked relaxed, and there was a look of surprise in their eyes. 

Su Lang, a well-known strong man, is not as brutal as the rumors, but rather kind. 

"Ok!" 

"Now let's start." 

Su Lang said with a smile, and immediately began to direct the three of them to arrange the 

teleportation anchor. 

Although he can be dispatched directly in avatar. 

But the target universe is relatively close to the extreme universe where Su Lang is located, but it is only 

relatively speaking. 

In fact, the distance between the two places is quite far. 

It would be too scary if it was just transmitted in thin air. 

Therefore, Su Lang intends to make a half-truth teleportation anchor point to cover up. 

With his knowledge of the formation, it is very easy to design such an anchor formation. 

Next. 

Under the guidance of Su Lang. 

The three eternal warriors of the Nine Universes of the Ming Secret Universe successfully produced the 

teleport anchors that Su Lang needed. 



Immediately afterwards. 

Su Lang dispatched a high-level Xing Cuan Yun He clone of the Nine Universes. 

Wow! 

In the time and space fluctuations deliberately set off, Su Lang emerged as a clone controlled by "Perfect 

Possession". 

"Master Su Lang!" 

The three eternal warriors of the Nine Universes who stepped aside immediately saluted them 

respectfully. 

"Three exemptions!" 

Su Lang nodded slightly, "It's not too late, let's hurry." 

"Yes! Your lord!" 

The three of them took their orders, and took out a formation plate while closing the teleportation 

anchor. 

Su Lang saw at a glance that it was a one-time cross-universe teleportation disk. 

After activation, it can open up a temporary cross-temporal channel, crossing multiple natural universes, 

saving a lot of time on the road. 

Chapter 2929: Contact the person who intercepted the dragon universe 

really. 

After three Nine Universe Eternal Warriors activated the formation. 

A huge space-time shuttle has emerged, connecting the super long-distance natural universe. 

"This formation is a good thing!" 

"My clone can only travel slowly through the natural universe one by one when the destination is 

unknown." 

"But for the array disk, as long as you have the correct coordinates, you can directly open up a shuttle 

channel!" 

"However, this array disk is at the level of the Nine Universes. You have to upgrade the one-key array 

function to learn." 

"..." 

There was a subtle light in Su Lang's eyes. 

Immediately afterwards. 

Surrounded by the three of them, Su Lang flew into the space-time shuttle channel and flew towards the 

core universe of the Ming Secret Universe. 
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to here. 

There is no need to use Perfect Possession to control the clone all the time. 

A clone with perfect intelligence can complete all tasks on its own. 

at the same time. 

In another distant natural universe. 

The people who intercepted the dragon universe also saw another clone of Su Lang, "Canglan Zhoudi"! 

of course. 

In the eyes of the Jielong Universe, the identity of the Canglan Universe Emperor is Su Lang's friend. 

"Senior Canglan!" 

"Get up, the juniors are late, please forgive me!" 

There are also three junior level martial artists from Jielong Universe, and their attitude is very 

respectful. 

"Humph!" 

"You are what Su Lang said, the people who intercepted the dragon universe?" 

"Um... it looks decent." 

The deity of Su Lang leaned over the avatar and began to act wildly. 

In front of him, three men dressed in deep-clothes and large robes with scaly lines on their bodies were 

standing with their heads down. 

Su Lang saw it at a glance. 

All three of them have a certain degree of dragon blood, but the magic is that they are not half-dragons 

of mixed blood. 

instead. 

Its blood is more pure and high-end than the pure-blooded eternal dragon! 

Perhaps the name of the Jielong universe is related to this characteristic. 

"Thank you senior for the compliment!" 

"The younger generations are on the orders of your ancestors, please go to the Jielong universe to see 

you." 

The head of the three men said, "So, please move forward, senior!" 

"Let's go!" 



"That guy Su Lang joined the Ming Secret Universe, and I can't fall behind, I must join forces of the same 

level!" 

Su Lang nodded slightly and made a slow gesture. 

"Yes, senior!" 

The trio of Jielong Zhouyu didn't expect this'Canglan Zhoudi' to be so refreshing, and they were 

immediately overjoyed. 

Soon. 

The three people also took out a space-time shuttle array, which was quickly arranged. 

"It's another new space-time shuttle formation." 

"It looks like it has similarities with the formation of the Ming Secret Universe, but each has its own 

characteristics." 

"If I can learn it, get rid of its dross, take its essence, and merge into one, I will definitely be able to 

create a more advanced formation!" 

"..." 

A satisfied smile was outlined at the corner of Su Lang's mouth. 

then. 

He withdrew his deity's will and let Xing Cuanyun He clone himself to follow the three of them to the 

Dragon Intercepting Universe. 

Just when Su Lang had just withdrawn his deity's will. 

Another thing happened in Xianhen Universe, which attracted Su Lang's attention. 

original. 

It’s a rumor that circulated in the Xuanyu Alliance 

——Gong Xinghuo was defeated by Emperor Aotian, Wuyan stayed in the Xuanyu Alliance, left directly, 

and disappeared! 

Someone didn't believe it, and immediately tried to contact Gong Xinghuo, or simply go to the door. 

result. 

There is no echo at all. 

Gong Xinghuo is like the world has evaporated! 

As more and more people knew the rumors, the leader Xuan Xinyuan finally held a rally to stand up and 

admit it. 

"Everyone!" 



"Friend Gong Xinghuo has left the Xuanyu Alliance, so I can only say that everyone has their own 

ambitions." 

"From now on, Gong Xinghuo will no longer be a member of the Xuanyu Alliance. This person is narrow-

minded, and everyone sees it carefully." 

"..." 

Xuan Xinyuan's expression is complicated, there are heartaches, regrets, and relief. This acting is also 

very standard! 

"Gong Xinghuo disappeared!" 

"This, this, didn't you lose to Lord Aotian? As for you just ran away?" 

"Tsk tsk, I didn't expect Gong Xinghuo to be so arrogant on weekdays, in fact he is such a cowardly 

person!" 

"Huh, it doesn't matter if you run away, lest you lose the chain at a critical moment and harm us all!" 

"It's this reason. Fortunately, Lord Aotian has allowed us to see the true face of Gong Xinghuo's 

cowardice and cowardice!" 

"Hmph, people like Gong Xinghuo are a scourge, are there fewer people he bullies in the league?" 

"..." 

There are groups of warriors talking about it, everyone is the same enemy! 

Chapter 2930: Tracking Gong Xinghuo 

In addition. 

There are also some warriors who look pale and panic. 

They used to be attached to Gong Xinghuo. 

Because of Gong Xinghuo's backing, he did a lot of bullying and bullying. 

at this time. 

Gong Xinghuo left. 

Their backers are gone! 

No, a group of people collapsed and became a pile of loose sand. 

They can imagine. 

Soon, I will usher in successive revenges. 

at this time. 

"Everyone." 
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"It is also a good thing for Gong Xinghuo to leave." 

"Some chaos in our alliance can also be eliminated more thoroughly." 

"Before, someone who relied on Gong Xinghuo to commit evil deeds went out by himself..." 

Xuan Xinyuan knew that Gong Xinghuo's departure would cause great turmoil in the alliance. 

Even vendettas can happen. 

Instead of letting it go, let the people below mess up. 

It's better to come out in person and sit above the town so that the people below will have grudges and 

grievances within an acceptable level. 

His method is indeed effective. 

Those who originally attached to Gong Xinghuo were very surprised. 

Because they are watching from afar, even if they are retaliated against, it will not be too serious. 

Next. 

Is the end of the grievances 

——Most of the time, Gong Xinghuo’s people bleed heavily and apologized to the victim. 

A small number of people are unwilling to forgive and have to fight! 

As a result, those who did a lot of evil were basically beaten miserably. 

But they still dare not retaliate. 

Not only dare not now, nor in the future! 

Because this time the end of the grievances is not only a matter of looking away, but the other party has 

mostly become the Emperor Aotian! 

Time passed slowly. 

The grievances within the Xuanyu Alliance were finally resolved. 

At least on the surface it has been reconciled, and the atmosphere has become relaxed. 

then. 

Xuan Xinyuan announced the adjournment of the meeting, and everyone dispersed. 

The avatar of Su Lang, that is, Emperor Aotian Zhou, also left surrounded by Emperor Li Xuanzhou and 

others. 

"Gong Xinghuo disappeared!" 

"He won't be beaten by me and run straight away, right?" 



"If there is no more reason, he should still choose to stay in the alliance and wait for an opportunity to 

retaliate." 

"No, I have to see where this guy is and what to do!" 

"..." 

Su Lang thought about it, and then condensed a treasure hunting ancestral glider, and then took out a 

breath of Gong Xinghuo 

——Fighting with Gong Xinghuo, Su Lang secretly ingested a trace of breath, and it happened to come in 

handy at this time. 

"Squeak!" 

The treasure hunting ancestral glider absorbed the breath of Gong Xinghuo, squeaked immediately, and 

plunged into the ripples of time and space. 

"Start the perception sharing function!" 

Su Lang's thoughts moved, and the scene of the treasure hunting ancestral glider appeared in his mind. 

But I saw the treasure hunting ancestor flying forward, constantly shuttled through the natural universe 

one by one. 

In a blink of an eye, he has passed through thousands of natural universes. 

"This guy has left the Suspended Scars Universe?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows and let the treasure hunting ancestral glider continue to chase. 

at the same time. 

In the direction of the treasure hunt flying flying, in a certain natural universe. 

Gong Xinghuo met someone from Zangzhen 

——A burly man with a bronze mask covered in black robe with a hood! 

Observing his breath, he is the powerhouse at the advanced level of the Nine Universes! 

"Friend Gong Xinghuo!" 

"Get off the car, Qizheng, come to usher you to join Cangzhenmen!" 

The black robe masked man slightly arched his hand towards Gong Xinghuo, his voice loud and loud like 

a ringing bronze bell. 

"Friend Che Qizheng has been waiting for a long time!" 

"Thank Zangzhenmen for giving me this opportunity!" 

Gong Xinghuo laughed and talked to the black robe masked man very enthusiastically. 

"Hahahaha!" 



"You Dao Gong himself has the strength to join the Zangzhen Sect. If you stay in the Xuanyu Alliance, 

you are being wronged!" 

Che Qizheng laughed, "Friends, this is not a good place to talk, let's talk as we walk!" 

"Great!" 

"We said as we walked." 

Gong Xinghuo smiled, feeling that his future is full of light. 

Soon. 

The two entered time and space, and the ripples disappeared. 

just. 

None of them knew, just as they walked away with their front feet, a seemingly ordinary two-winged 

flying squirrel appeared in the place where they had stayed before! 

 


